Dear Participant's,
Students, Research Scholars, Academicians,
Oral Presentation: IPAC 2021

Date of presentation  July 16, 2021 (Friday)
Time          01:30 PM to 04:00 PM

General Guidelines for PowerPoint presentation Slides

▪ Each slide should be organized, easy to read, and concise (so that it does not distract from your presentation or confuse the audience/evaluator)
▪ Do not use slide transitions or animations.
▪ A convenient rule to follow is the 6 x 6 rule:
  - Do not include more than six bullet points per slide
  - Do not use more than six words per bullet.
  - Avoid using paragraphs of text.
▪ Limit the number of slides to 10
  1 title slide that introduces: Project title, Author line with presenter’s name in ALL CAPS, Presenter’s affiliation, and institution/organization
  8 content slides
  1 Acknowledgements slide with references (You can add them to the bottom of your content slides or at the end of your presentation on the acknowledgements slide.
▪ No decorative presentations are entertained.
▪ Duration (A total of 10 minutes, 8 minutes for presentation and 2 minutes for evaluation).

Note
All participants kindly adhere to 6 x 6 rule, and points mentioned above within time and slides limit.

Evaluation of Oral Presentation

▪ Oral presentations will be evaluated by subject experts.
▪ Rubrics for evaluation includes: Display and organization (40 marks), scientific content (40 marks), and ability to respond the queries (20 marks).

Best Wishes.

Thanks and Regards,

Team IPA Anantapur Branch and RIPER Autonomous !!!